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ABSTRACT
The discussion of Spanish verbs considers the

problems of tense and aspect. TWO tenses are used in the description;
past and :7,;on-paSt. The past tense is considered the marked member and
the non-past the unmarked member. Aspect is considered in terms of
"telic" verbs which express an action tending towards a goal and
natelicu verbs which do not have to wait for a goal for their
realization, but are realized zs soon as they begin. The author
provides examples of verbs with these classifications in mind and
demonstrates how tense and aspect help form the meaning of the verbs.
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM
OF THE SPANISH VERB

D. C. McDougall, University of Victoria

This paper will consist of a consideration of "the type of informationcarried by the verb"1 in Spanish and of how the system is orgc.nized. Thediscussion and treatment below will be essentially in terms of a previouslyestablished formal system.

The verb has been defined, and still is defined in many grammarsand language manuals as an action word. This sort of definition, whetherexpressed in these trite terms or in a somewhat more refined version hasno place in this paper. The verb can be established as a category, firstof all, formally, by its morphemic combinatory potential, and, secondly,syntactically, by the syntagmatic arrangements in which it may occur.Any conceptual definition is unnecessary and irrelevant. This is not todeny that some sort of semantic classification of verbs is a valuableadjunct to a study of the verb, but only insofar as it is considered inrelation to the particular grammatical functions of the verb.

B fore looking at the Spanish verb system in particular, I wouldliketo consider two specific problems: that of time and tense and that ofaspect.

Firstly, time and tense. As Palmer1 has pointed out, most peopleexpect that the verb will tell them something about time, and, as far asEnglish and Spanish are concerned, this is perfectly triie.- _TogetherWitlilthis siMple statement of fact however, there must-go a strongcaveat Calver2- regards the- Ciuestion of tirrie aS the:Most-difficult. ,
, _problem and the most likely to catise coniusion in any attempt to isolate _

, ,-the meaning of verb ,fpirris. He queStieria Many ,of the-ideas about timethat, Jesperaen3 and Bull4 consideriaidomatic-for'an-,nnderstanding -of the, , _workings of the verb, and-cites, Bergson; -RUssell and-Alexander as sug.,_

gesting different,concep_tions_of_tiMe.'_,. Buil, wo-i-Iti_ng fi:bria ,his conceptionof time, establishes a,hypothetical-tenSe sYStem and -ProCeeds t6, con-,, , ., - _'sider the,tense systema Of various;languages in-terms, of-his hYPOthetical-system.



The approach in this paper is an attempt to avoid some of the pit-
falls that lie in the imposition of a preconceived idea of time on the verb
system by working in terms of the formal system of the verb. The
Spanish Academy in its Grammar analyzes the Spanish verb system in
terms of a threefold division of time; namely, the past, the present and
the future. This results in the following scheme:

Past compraba, cornpr6
Present compra
Future comprara

The problem then arises as to where the form compraria is accommoda-
ted, since it is left out of the time scheme. This dilemma, however, is
speedily, if unsatisfactorily, resolved by establishing it as a mood, the
Conditional Mood (el modo potencial), which completely obscures the
formal and functional relationship between the forms comprar& and
cornprarfa.

The obvious relationship of these forms is shown in:

Juan: Lo comprara..
Pablo: IQu'e dijo
Maria: Dijo que lo compraria.

Here the form compraria functions, in indi ect speech, as the backshift
equivalent of comprara.

The treatment of the Spanish verb system presented below is in
terms of two tenses, Past and Non-Past. The term tense, referring
to the type of time reference expressed by the verb, is employed only
in this restricted sense. It is important to maintain a clear distinction
between tense, which is a linguistic term, and time, which is a univer-
sal concept, for any analysis based on the equation "tense = time" is
bound to result in endless confusions and incongruities. In the tense
contrast, the Past tense is considered as the marked member, both
formally and functionally, and-Non-Past the unmarked member.

_ _

Secondly, the_question of aspect,. Before, discuSsing ,aspect, it -
will be Useful to introduce -a term to- refer .:3-the,sort of meaning-that
Verbs haVe;! and We, shall follow the procedure of Strang5'bY adopting
beloW-the term "action"_ in this reSpeet, thus avoiding_a more wordy
paraphrase.- .

iOne:''cif -the luziaatherital-rir oblenis with r 6 da-r d'to 'aspect is ,-that of
iterminology.: ,_`zrT-her:terin.1:aspect,-,dike,,the tte rm-tens e has, tended, to -vary

r e at e r- o r,de saer _extent, i-fr-OM-
ove r --Vagne- definition o rims e soe.nprovea,lot.,fitfle- valne- for i exam



Hockett's6 statement that "aspects have to do, not with the location of anevent in time, but with its temporal distribution or contour" serves todistinguish aspects from tenses, but little more.
Goedsche7 makes the point that the cordusion about aspect seemsto lie in the failure to distinguish between verb content and verbal aspect,-Ind states that "verbal aspect does not find expression through verb con-tent but through grammatical forms of differing degrees of completeness. "

This distinction between the two levels of grammar and lexis is funda-mental to a proper understanding of aspect, both generally and within aparticular language system.

The danger of confusing the function of a grammatical form and the
semantic content of a predication is one that must be very carefullyavoided in order to arrive at a full understanding and a proper evalua-
tion of how each form functions in relation to any particular semantic
categories which may be established. Garey8 suggests the two terms"grammatical aspect" and "lexical aspect" to refer to Lnese two levelsand these terms will be adopted in this paper. Lexical aspect refersto the type of "action" of a particular verb or verb construction and willbe discussed immediately below; grammatical aspect refers to aspectualmodifications that the same verb or verb construction may undergo withinthe verb system of a particular language. The latter belongs to the for-mal, or grammatical, system of the language, i e. a closed set; theformer to the lexis or semantics of the language, 1 e. an open-ended set.

The confusion of the two levels of grammar and lexis in the questionof aspect does not just refer to such obvious semantic considerations as,instance, those shown in the description of to be ig_n_o read as the
inceptive aspect of to read, but to far more subtle confusions, Allen9cites an example from The Use of Tenses in English by J. Millington-Ward which will serve to indicate this point. With reference to theEnglish Present Perfect, Millington-Ward distinguishes between the"finished" use of the form, as in:

John has written a book,

and its "unfinished" use, as in:

John has lived in New-York for many years.
_ Allen remarks on-the obVious,:point-that Millington-Ward'haS--missed corn-, _pletely; namely, that, whereas the:predication to write a-bOok implieS an, _ ,end, the predication to live in`New York doe's not.,

Garey-provides thiS,,differende,,quitie=:ClearHesnggeSts
ta-reCa*, eg OrreS aceordink_zt

=4,4



"If one was 'verbing,' but was interrupted while 'verbing, ' hasone 'verbed?'"

According to this test-frame, the two sentences from Mi1lingtonWard
belong in different categories.

If one was writing a book, but was interrupted while
writing, lias one written a book?

The answer is clearly no.

If one was living in New York, but was interrupted while
living there, has one lived in New York?

The answer is clearly yes.

The first scholar to approach the problem of lexical aspect in a
systematic way with regard to Spanish was Andr 6s Bello, 10 who divided
Spanish verbs into two categories. He makes the point that "en unos
verbos el atributo, por el hecho de haber llegado a su perfecc1i5n,
expira, y en otros, sin embargo, subsiste durando; a los primeros
llamo desinentes, y a los segundos permanentes. " Bello gives morirand hacer as examples of desinent verbs and ser, ver and olr as examples
of permanent verbs.

Bello's analysis provides a useful starting point though, in itself,it is an oversimplification. Bull and Farley ll take up the categories
established by Bello, well aware, however, of the limitations of his
study, and question the "assumption that it is the verb, rather than what
the verb symbolizes, that is to be classified." They introduce two new
terms from the field of physics, "cyclic" and non-cyclic," which roughlyequate with the terms desinent and permanent that Bello uses. Theyagree with Bello that "the most distinguishing feature of cyclic action
(Bello's desinent verbs) is that its completion, that is, its perfection,
coincides automatically with its termination." An important conclusion
that is drawn from this is that "by their`very nature_cyclic actions cease_

as soon as the cycle_ is completed and can only give the appearance of
continuing by being, repeated, by-becoming a series of cycles. "

This can be illustrated=bY using_theexample,that Bull and Farley _give to get p We ;can say- -_
__ Judn:;SeilevalitS.-

The ,adtion is per ected" and. therefore, terminated and--cannot-be pro-, ., _ - - , . ,

longed,- or, -to us,e_7Bull and'Farler-s'-terMar,-: the',CyCle:is- _Ceinpleted.:,-. -,.



If we say:

John is getting up. Juan se levanta.

the acti n is not perfected and the cycle is not co plete.

And if we say:

John getS up early Juan se levanta temprano.

this now refers to a series of events and is, therefore, no longer cyclic,
for a series can be prolonged indefinitely, whereas a cyclic event cannot.All series are, therefore, non-cyclic.

The distinguishing feature of non-cyclic "actions" (Bello's permanent
verbs) is that their perfection coincides with their initiation. "To say
that an action of this type began is equivalent to saying that it took place.
If we consider the verb ver (one of Bello's examples) we can see that to
say empiezo a ver is equivalent to saying veo. If you begin to see some-
thing, you do actually see it.

It is possible to construct a test-frame along these lines, similarto that of Garey;

He began to "verb, " but stopped. He did/did not "verb.
Garey, in his study of aspect with regard to French, also establishes thetwo categories of "actions. His discussion starts with a consideration
of the verb se foyer, and consists of an evaluation of the difference, if
any, bebAreen the following forms:

The statement Il se nOyait.
And the questi n S' est -il noy6 ?

The answer to the question must obviously be that he did not drownfar as is known, that-is). Garey Makes-the point that-"bne possible-
,solution is -Liz) say_ that there -are twolhornonymeius verbs 'a±._21.9_y_sK, rof

whi Ch- one inaplies-death, the -ether net.- -Thia""legleal 7Solirtien" ;-
_practiaable and 'rninece sary as,the difference,inmeaning 'correlates

'with a difference' of form; and 'it is---ther efore-fie asible to-consider
the Se -different verb' Tornis as ii-toaiEyink, in '6 orilie "Way; the !, action!1 of
se'noyer.-

__

- _The:Categories eatablished=are"telic" verhs o-,whiCh ae:neyer
heloriga) "whieh'eXpreSa-5-aiia-cticiii-tendingiteWarda-a:goal;1_ and- '_-'atell,c-

iVerha'_"WhiC13;.'d6::nOt haveto wait-4'6-r -'.6.-_,goar=fOr their -realizIation;,but
;are I realized as ---acion a a =an, ,

-,_-



At this juncture it is probably advisable to assess possible confusions
that might arise through an imprecise terminology. The term "perfect"
(similarly "perfected" and "perfectl.ve") is recognized by Twadde1112
as a possible source of confusion in the understanding of the English
"have participle" construction. As Twaddell points out,"there need be
no implication of completion in the sense of non-continuation of the action
at the present moment. The term "perfect" has been unhelpful by sug-
gesting some kind of completion or previous termination. . . " Below we
shall employ the terminology suggested by Carey, that is, we shall refer
to "imperfective" and "perfective" grammatical aspect, and lexical aspect
will be considered in terms of the two categories "telic" and "atelic. "
By "perfective aspect" of a form, we mean that the form, in combination
with a telic "action" indicates perfection of the "action; " and by "imper-
fective aspect" of a form, we mean that the form, in cornbimtion with

telic "action" indicates the non-perfection of the "action. " The gram-
matical aspects, therefore, are labelled according to the result of their
combination with a telic ' action. "

In the light of what I have just been considering, I would like now
to look at the Spanish verb system

The procedure followed is similar to that adopted by Stockwell,
Bowen and Martin,13 i e. , the establishment of a primary system and
various secondary patterns. Unfortunately, in this paper, I only have
time to consider the primary system.



NON-PAST

Telic Im erf ctive Non-Past:

Como una manzana.

The time reference is to the moment of speech. The "action" is
not perfected, and the event is not terminated.

Escribo un libro.

The time reference may be to the moment of speech or to a period
of time encompassing the moment of speech. The "action" is not per-
fected and the event is not terminated.

Atelic + Imperfective Non-Past:

Juan duerme bien.

The time reference may be to the moment of speech or to a period of
time encompassing the moment of speech. The "action" is perfected and
the event or series of events is not terminated.

canttS
lleggS
(Preterite)

cantaba
llegaba
(Imperfect)

,The Preterite and-the Imperfect contrast in terms of aspect, but
not in terms of tense. The Imperfect represents the imperfectivet aspec .
The Preterite represents .the Perfective aspect, which may ,be further
considered as comprising- an initiative aspect-,- where the -event-is Con-
sidered at_its beginning and a terminative`aSpect,, where the event is con-_sidered at its end.

The Contrast between the Preterite and' the Imperfect is essentially
one of aspect', "no tempe'ral,2=Sino_de,aspecto" in-thc-wordsrof AlareCisi,
Liorach, 14 -who gbes-jo...ir to expre's s, the -OpPositi-on',-as;-fe-lieWs:-.:"Cantaba_

_

indica el,proceso sin aU.ee-rrilino;-; y-7 es,-el mieMbrO neMarcado de-la
'OposiCion: cant& indicaHel-prbeeSo con sn trmino, y es .-761 -thieiribro
positiVo: " This 'Seerris a clear and- -Straightfor*-arel -statement tof'the

= situation, and- is- a --widely;, acceptectassessrnentef
howeVer, not 'quite 'as itrAightforwa ra

C



must first determine what Alarcos Llorach means exactly by the expres-sions fi roceso con sutrmino and el proceso sin su t6rmino. There
seem to be two possible interpretations:

(1) the term roceso equates with our use of the term
"action" and t&rmino refers to its perfection, or,

(2 ) the term proceso refers to the event and t6rnaino
to its termination.

If we consider Alarcos Llorach's example canter (an atelic "action")
in the light of (1), we see that both cant6 and cantaba are perfected and
that Alarcos Llerach's statement cannot hold. In the light of (2) above,the statement appears, at first, to be more correct; i. e. , canfe presentsthe event as te.rminated and cantaba as not terminated. The most fre-
quently cited example in support of the claim (held by the present writer)
that the Preterite does not always present the event as terminated is
taken from Genesis:

Dijo Dios, sea la luz, ( y la luz fue.

( y hubo la luz.

It is obviously incorrect to suggest in this instance that the event
is teyminated; there is no implication in hubo or fue that there later
ceased to be light. Bull gives another example:

"A car stopped running because of a faulty wire. A mechanic
replaced the wire, 'y luego funcion6 maravillosamente. 1"

There is no implication in the form funcion8 that the car later ceased
to work.

Clearly, then, some distinction must be_made between the combi- ,nation of the Preterite and the Imperfect with_atelic and telic "actions.
Telic + Preterite:

Com l. una manzana.
Compraron tres caballos.
Lo hicieron tres veces.

The "action." is Pe'rfectecl aild the- event is, terminated _(thesterminative,
aSpect-,of thes_perfeetive Both are anteriOr to the Moment-of _speech.,
Atelic + Preterite:

Juan:cant6.



The "action" is perfected; only the initiation of the event is explicitly ex-
pressed (the initiative aspect of the perfective). Both are anterior to themoment of speech.

The distinction between the initiative aspect produced by the combina-
tion "atelic 4- Preterite" and the terminative aspect produced by the combi-
nation "telic -4- Preterite" is not always patently clear and this lack ofclarity is undoubtedly the reason for statements such as that of Alarcos
Llorach mentioned above.

and,

For example if we consider:

Juan lleg6 ayer. (telic # Preteri

Juan cant& ayer. atelic + Preterite),
there seems to be no immediately apparent difference. If, however, weconsider these two predications related with reference to a specificpoint of time in the past, as in:

and,

Juan lleg6 a la Una ayer.

n cant6 a la -una aye (atelic 4- Preterite),

the difference becomes clear. John began to sing at one o'clock, but
he didn't begin to arrive at one o'clock. He finished arriving at one
o'cloCk. For the implied initiative a-sPect `to become explicit, it is
sometimes neceSsary to relate the prediCation toi a specific point oftime. The apparent ambivalenCe'cif "Cant6-, iS Caused, by the_ very nature
of the "aCtiein"=inVolVed, Which canndt be'-indekinitelY prolonged (in=
theory it cah,:-in_-:praCtice it Cannot).--,:However, With the-atelic- "action"-
saber, which---is,-CaPable of indefinite 'preleingation-,'-the'lnitiative-aspect-'produced:yy its combination with,the Preterite is -always. evident,; 6:6 in:

_
,_

SUpe erdad. "± found_out "
_

This fact has-been--badlY-MisrepreSehted by'ithan'yiteaching:_gr-aMmars',
,

_ 'of Spanish, "'. Whieh-treat the7p-ie terite -,of: s abe r ;a-sr in :6-ome-:way]peculiak.... ;
--l-they,`giVe 'Eiit-11-6'h=-,'Isei-ea-17.-ejii-tii-V4I-e-ri-4.s ler -SUP e _and -sabfa-;T:blit-lail 4to _ii `dint

-out, that_ this iiii'ffer'en'ce liS 'c auSed.:I:iy -- the :'differ eneell,i n T6 rrn-,-'1;--an,d:'0.-1,1- i-. , _ _._ _

. _

6--6fitii-a-if ;15e-tkVeen7-Intena:- e-abfa- fe_ *,- no-rill-al- fiinctienal:!-cOnttas
Sp-ahiSh.

. , ,,-_-_



Telic t Im erfect:

. Juan cornia una manzana .

The "action" is not perfected and the event is considered without
reference to beginning or end. As with the combination "telic Non-Past"
the reference may be either to a point or period of time, as in:

Escribfa un libro.

It is important to stress he e that the time reference is to a point or
period of time in the past; i. e. , it does not matter whether at the moment
of speech the book is actually completed. What is indicated is that at a
point or period in the past the book was being written. This is clearly
shown in the following examples, where there is a direct contrast of
time-spheres, Past and Non-Past:

Antes corma una manzana, ahora come una pera.
Antes escribia una novela, ahora escribe una pieza teatral.

Ate lic tlnipe rfect:

The "action ' is perfected and the event or series of events is con-
sidered without reference to begirining or end. The time reference may
be to either a point or period of time-in the past. The remarks about
time-spheres made with regard to the "telic - Imperfect" combination
also hold for this combination, as in:

Hace unos años c antab a muy bien, ahor a canta muy mal.

where the Past and Non-Past time-spheres are in direct contrast.
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